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ABSTRACT

Increasingly one interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) structure can propagate across
more than one spacecraft in the solar wind. This usually happens when two or more spacecraft
are nearly radially aligned with a relatively small longitudinal separation angle from one another.
This provides multi-point measurements of the same structure and enables better characterization
and validation of modeling results of the structures embedded in these ICMEs. We report such
an event during October 13-14, 2019 when the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory Ahead
(STA) spacecraft and the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) crossed one ICME structure at two different
locations with nominal separations in both heliocentric distances and the longitudinal angles. We
first perform an optimal fitting to the STA in-situ measurements, based on an analytic quasi-three
dimensional (3D) model, yielding a minimum reduced χ2 = 0.468. Then we further apply the
optimization approach by combining the magnetic field measurements from both spacecraft along
their separate paths across the ICME structure. We find that the output based on the optimization
(with the minimum reduced χ2 = 3.15) of the combined two-spacecraft dataset yields a more
consistent result, given the much improved agreement of the model output with PSP data. The
result demonstrates a magnetic flux rope configuration with clear 3D spatial variations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) are the interplanetary counterparts of CMEs. They propagate
into the interplanetary space after CME eruptions and may be detected in-situ by one or more spacecraft en
route to larger heliocentric distances away from the Sun. Such in-situ measurements, in the form of time
series, present a number of distinctive signatures in both magnetic field and plasma parameters during the
passage of an ICME structure [1]. They often include, but are not limited to, the elevated magnetic field
magnitude and increased solar wind speed, relative to the ambient solar wind immediately preceding the
ICME complex. Sometimes the ICME intervals exhibit a specific set of signatures including the elevated
magnetic field magnitude, relative smooth rotation in field components, and depressed proton temperature
(thus the proton β, the ratio between the proton thermal pressure and the corresponding magnetic pressure).
This type of ICMEs has been traditionally categorized as magnetic clouds (MCs; [2, 3, 4]).

The internal magnetic structure embedded within an ICME is closely related to its source, the CME
eruption on the Sun. It has been increasingly realized that a magnetic flux rope configuration forms the
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core structure of a CME eruption [5, 6, 7]. In addition to concurrent and modern but indirect observations
of flux ropes on the Sun via remote-sensing instrumentations, the in-situ more direct observations of ICME
flux ropes have been made by many heliospheric spacecraft missions. These missions include the most
recent Parker Solar Probe (PSP; [8]) and Solar Orbiter (SO; [9]). Both have observed a number of ICME
events during their early times at different heliocentric distances, due to their unique orbits around the Sun
[see, e.g., 10]1.

These in-situ measurements, albeit only at a single point or along a single line for one spacecraft, offer
perhaps the most quantitative characterization of the ICME structures, thus have enabled a long-lasting
effort on modeling the underlying magnetic field configuration based on the in-situ measurements of
magnetic field and plasma properties. The earliest and the most representative one is a model fitting
approach to a one-dimensional (1D) analytic solution, so-called the Lundquist solution [11], based on a
linear-force free field (LFFF) assumption. It has been widely applied to a number of spacecraft, ranging
from the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP) [12] to the Wind spacecraft [e.g., 13]. The other
representative model is the Grad-Shafranov (GS) reconstruction method by solving the two-dimensional
(2D) GS equation to obtain a 2D cross section of the magnetic field structure [14, 15, 16]. Both approaches
have yielded magnetic flux rope configurations for ICME/MC events examined, but with certain degrees
of symmetry, i.e., 1D for the Lundquist solution (only dependence on the radial distance from a central
cylindrical axis), and 2D for the GS reconstruction result (arbitrary cross-section geometry with no variation
along the cylindrical axis).

The latest development in the ICME flux rope modeling based on in-situ spacecraft measurements takes
one step further in showcasing a 3D geometry of the magnetic field configuration. Based on an LFFF
formulation described by Freidberg [17], dubbed the Freidberg solution (FS), that includes but is more
general than the 1D Lundquist solution by allowing for additional variations in all three spatial dimensions.
Hu et al. [18] presented the first application of the FS model fitting to in-situ MC measurements. An
optimal least-squares fitting based on the standard χ2 statistics [19, 20] was carried out to minimize the
χ2 value between the analytic and measured magnetic field components along a single-spacecraft path
subject to measurement uncertainty estimates. The results showed the minimum reduce χ2 values around
1.0, yielding a set of the corresponding optimal parameters, which characterizes a more general magnetic
flux rope configuration with winding flux bundles, displaying topological features likely corresponding to
both “writhe” and “twist” of magnetic field lines. The 3D spatial variations are intrinsic to the FS model
fitting results.

In addition, important validations to the FS model fitting results were provided through multi-spacecraft
studies of CME/ICME flux ropes by using both multi-point in-situ measurements through one ICME
structure [20, 21], and multi-spacecraft measurements from both in-situ spacecraft crossing an ICME
and the corresponding remote-sensing observations of the CME source region [22, 23]. For example,
in Hu [20], an MC event observed in May 2007 by both STEREO Behind (STB) and the Advanced
Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft was examined by fitting the FS model to the STB in-situ data.
The ACE spacecraft crossed the same solution domain to the west near ecliptic with respect to STB. The
analytic (“predicted”) magnetic field components from the FS model compared well with the corresponding
observed ones, along the ACE spacecraft path, yielding an overall correlation coefficient 0.89 between the
two sets of data.

1 https://helioforecast.space/icmecat
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In this study, we continue to perform this type of analysis taking advantage of a rare occasion of one
ICME event encountered by both STA and PSP spacecraft with appropriate separations in both heliocentric
distances rh, and longitudinal angles. We first carry out a similar analysis as before for such a two-
spacecraft encounter by using the STA data only for the FS model fitting. Then we further extend the
analysis by incorporating the combined dataset from the two spacecraft into the optimal fitting approach.
We demonstrate the merit of the latter approach in terms of overall improved agreement between the FS
model result and the magnetic field measurements for both spacecraft along their separate paths. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the event and presents the time-
series data. Section 3 describes briefly the analytic FS model fitting, and presents the fitting results for
both implementations with STA-only and combined STA-PSP dataset. We summarize and discuss the
significance of this type of analysis in Section 4.

2 A TWO-SPACECRAFT ENCOUNTER OF AN ICME
An ICME event occurred during October 14-15, 2019, which was observed in-situ by both STA and PSP
spacecraft in the heliosphere. Their in-situ measurements were presented in detail by Winslow et al. [24].
Figure 1 shows the locations of the two spacecraft and Earth on the equatorial plane with respect to the
Sun in the center. The STA and PSP located at the heliocentric distances rh ≈ 0.96 AU and 0.81 AU,
respectively. Longitudinally, PSP was separated from STA by about 8◦ to the west and they also had a
relative latitudinal separation of about 1◦. The time-series measurements [25, 26] by STA are shown in
Figure 2, starting on October 14, 2019. The ICME complex extended for nearly a day, driving a shock wave
[24]. The signatures in solar wind speed, density, and temperature profiles also indicate the existence of a
high-speed stream following the ICME, as discussed in detail by Winslow et al. [24], including the possible
solar sources. Here we focus on the analysis of the interval with enhanced magnetic field magnitude and
depressed proton temperature in the middle of October 14, 2019.

The vertical lines mark the interval chosen for the FS model fitting to be presented in the next section.
During this interval, the field magnitude is relatively high, but rotations of magnetic field components are
not pronounced, especially when compared with the corresponding magnetic field components observed by
PSP about half a day earlier (see Figure 3). The proton β is low with an average value 0.092 for the marked
interval. The speed shows an increasing profile. The corresponding de Hoffmann-Teller (HT) analysis
yields a frame velocity VHT = (433.89, 2.78,−4.20) km/s in the local Radial, Tangential and Normal
(RTN) coordinates (see Hu [20] for the description of and the justification for the HT analysis). This is
the velocity with which the magnetic structure propagates across the spacecraft. In other words, the FS
model fitting will be performed in this frame of reference with the spacecraft crossing the solution domain
with a constant velocity −VHT . The corresponding metric, so-called Walén slope [20], representing the
relative importance of the inertia force over the Lorentz force in the reference frame is 0.027 for this event.
Therefore, strictly speaking, although the interval identified may not correspond to a typical MC interval,
the force-free conditions for a static equilibrium are considered to be satisfied.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding PSP magnetic field measurements form the FIELDS [27] instrument
(plasma measurements not available), starting on October 13, 2019 (day of year, DOY 286). A significantly
different magnetic field profile is seen, compared with Figure 2. In the PSP centered RTN coordinates, the
N component of the magnetic field has a more pronounced rotation from negative to positive values, and
the T component has a fairly symmetric profile with a central peak. The overplotted smooth curves are the
corresponding FS model fit, to be presented in Section 3.
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3 MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE ICME MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
The FS modeling is based on a least-squares minimization of the deviation between the analytic FS model
output and the in-situ measured magnetic field components along a spacecraft path via a standard χ2

optimization approach [19], as given below,

χ2 =
1

dof

∑
ν=X,Y,Z

N∑
i=1

(bνi −Bνi)2

σ2i
. (1)

Here the spacecraft measurements are denoted b, and the corresponding results from the analytic FS
model are denoted B. All components are given in arrays of length N . The uncertainty associated with
each data point, σi, is assessed by taking the root-mean-square (RMS) value of each segment of the
underlying higher-resolution magnetic field data [20]. For example, in this analysis, the magnetic field
data b are averaged to 20-minute sampling intervals from the corresponding 1-minute resolution data.
So each segment is 20 minutes long, containing 21 samples of 1-minute resolution data. The degree of
freedom (dof) is defined as 3N − n − 1, where the number of free parameters is denoted n. Thus the
reduced χ2 value is obtained and presented throughout this study. In addition, a metric, representing the
quality of “goodness-of-fit”, is calculated as Q = 1− chi2cdf(χ2, dof), where the function chi2cdf is
the cumulative distribution function of χ2 [19]. It indicates the probability of the derived minimum χ2

value being truly the minimum.

The analytic FS model is described by the following set of equations for the three magnetic field
components in a cylindrical coordinate system [17], (r, θ, z),

Bz(r)

Bz0
= J0(µr) + CJ1(lr) cos(θ + kz), (2)

Bθ(r)

Bz0
= J1(µr)−

C

l

[
µJ ′1(lr) +

k

lr
J1(lr)

]
cos(θ + kz), (3)

Br(r)

Bz0
= −C

l

[
kJ ′1(lr) +

µ

lr
J1(lr)

]
sin(θ + kz). (4)

Here the Bessel functions of the first kind of orders 0 and 1 are denoted J0 and J1, respectively. The main
constant free parameters are C, k, and µ, which indicate the amplitude of the non-axisymmetric variation,
the wavenumber in the z dimension, and the constant force-free parameter, respectively. Note that for
C ≡ 0, the axisymmetric Lundquist solution with only r dependence results. Therefore the optimal fitting
by the FS model includes and is more general than the Lundquist solution fitting. A few other parameters
include l =

√
µ2 − k2, and Bz0 which is pre-determined from the magnetic field measurements as the

maximum absolute value among all components for the analysis interval. There is also a to-be-determined
length parameter [20], a, with which the parameters k and µ become dimensionless by multiplying.

A minimization approach [20] based on equations (1)-(4) is applied to the STA data only for the interval
marked in Figure 2. The optimal fitting result is given in Figure 4 with the corresponding minimum reduced
χ2 and Q values denoted on top. The minimum reduced χ2 value is less than 1 and the corresponding
Q value is nearly 1, indicating a good fitting result. The optimal fitting parameters for the FS model are
given in Table 1 with associated uncertainty estimates based on 90% confidence limits [19, 21]. A cross
section at z = 0 is shown in Figure 5. The solution exhibits two flux bundles of opposite polarities (nonzero
and opposite Bz components) next to each other. In other words, the field lines corresponding to the two
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polarity regions are directed in opposite directions. It is seen that both STA and PSP spacecraft crossed
the bundle of negative Bz with the positive z axis oriented in a direction that is nearly aligned with the
east-west direction (see Table 1). The configuration is better visualized in Figure 6 where selected field
lines rooted in both positive and negative polarity regions are drawn and viewed from the STA’s perspective
toward the Sun. The flux bundle in cyan corresponds to field lines rooted in the negative polarity region
shown in Figure 5 and is crossed by both STA and PSP spacecraft. They are pointing toward the west
and wrapping around the other flux bundle in orange color. Both are winding along the z axis with the
orientation angles given in Table 1, but pointing in opposite directions. The axial magnetic flux is estimated
for the negative polarity region over the cross section and its magnitude with uncertainty is given in Table 1.

It is a useful practice to compare the magnetic field components, along the PSP spacecraft path, yielded
by the FS model fit to the STA data only with the actual PSP measurements. Such a comparison is given
in Figure 7, after taking into account a nominal time shift due to the separation in rh and a constant
propagating speed |VHT |. The result indicates a poor agreement between the model “predicted” and the
actually measured magnetic field components. The matching in either the rotations of the field components
or their magnitudes is lacking.

This leads to the next step of the analysis in order to improve the consistency of the FS model result with
both spacecraft datasets. It seems feasible, given that the fitting to STA data alone has yielded such a small
optimal χ2 value. Hence we combine the two-spacecraft datasets into one vector field b in equation (1),
and carry out the minimization approach, using the two separate and distinct spacecraft paths across the
solution domain. This process involves combined data points which are not continuous and are not along
the same straight line. Other than that, the minimization algorithm is the same as applied for the STA-only
data.

Figure 8 shows the optimization result through the process by combining the two-spacecraft datasets.
Figure 8A shows the model output compared with the data points along the STA path only. The
corresponding minimum reduced χ2 value increases to 2.58. The three fitted curves to the field components
show little variation, except for the BN component. Figure 8B shows a cross section in the same format as
Figure 5. The main difference from the previous STA-only solution is that there exists only one dominant
polarity in the current solution. The PSP spacecraft path crosses near the “center”, in this view, along which
the axial field Bz reaches peak values near the middle of the path. Toward both ends of the PSP path, the
axial field Bz decreases significantly, as indicated by the colorbar. The axial magnetic flux is estimated for
the positive polarity region over the cross section and is given in Table 1. Note that in this solution, the z
axis orientation is nearly reversed with respect to the previous STA-only solution, as given in Table 1. The
minimum reduced χ2 value for the combined STA-PSP two-spacecraft dataset (a total of 49 data points) is
3.15.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the FS model output based on the combined STA-PSP dataset
and the actual measurements by PSP along its path as illustrated in Figure 8B. The overall correlation
coefficient for all three components reaches 0.95, while the correlation coefficients for each individual
component are all close to 0.9. Both the peak near the middle of the BT component and the significant
rotation in the BN component are well recovered by the corresponding FS model output. Figure 10 shows,
in the same view as Figure 6, the 3D field lines originating from the bottom plane and corresponding to the
major positive polarity. One flux bundle is winding in the approximately east-west direction with clear
features of writhe or overall winding of the body of the flux bundle in orange color. The two spacecraft
are seen to cross the flux bundle at two different locations. The 3D nature of the solution gives rise to the
significant difference between the times series returned by the two spacecraft, owing to the spatial variations
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as revealed by this analysis result. To further illustrate such variations, Figure 11 shows, in exactly the
same view and coordinates, the selected field lines crossing the two spacecraft paths and color-coded by
the corresponding Bz values at the intercepting points on each path. They are mostly positive, indicating
that all the field lines drawn are pointing to the west. Overall they exhibit a “twisted-ribbon” type of
topology without a central straight field line, a feature that has commonly been found in FS model results
[18, 20, 21, 22]. For instance, the thick red line originates from the “center” with the maximum Bz value
on one cross-section plane, but it is not straight due to the variation along the z dimension. It is also worth
noting that the flux bundle in cyan color in Figure 6 is pointing in grossly the same direction as the main
flux bundle shown here in orange color. However, the detailed configurations are different as indicated by
both the appearances from STA’s perspective demonstrated so far, as well as the derived sets of optimal
model parameters presented in Table 1.

4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have carried out a unique analysis of an ICME magnetic flux rope structure by employing
the combined dataset from both STA and PSP spacecraft along their separate paths across the same structure.
The results show that the optimization approach based on the usual χ2 minimization via the FS model
and the two-spacecraft dataset yields a much improved agreement between the model-predicted and the
actual measured magnetic field components along the PSP spacecraft path which was away from STA by
∼ 8◦ in longitude to the west. The overall correlation coefficient for all three components reaches 0.95, as
opposed to the corresponding value 0.76 from the optimization result based on STA in-situ data alone. This
analysis further demonstrates the importance and necessity for employing multi-spacecraft measurements
in quantitatively examining the ICME structures.

The model result confirms a 3D magnetic flux rope configuration with spiral field lines forming a main
flux bundle that exhibits significant winding itself, extending in approximately the east-west direction from
STA’s perspective. Such a configuration clearly possesses more complex 3D spatial variations, intrinsic to
the FS model. It results in the significantly different time series returned by STA and PSP, respectively,
because of the different paths across the flux bundle, as seen in Figure 10. In addition, the 3D features are
further illustrated in Figure 11 in that in addition to the lack of symmetry, no straight field lines exist in such
a magnetic field configuration and the overall appearance exhibits a “twisted-ribbon” type of geometry.

It is also worth noting that the combined two-spacecraft optimization is still largely based on or best
to start from the single-spacecraft analysis by using the FS model. For this event, the initial analysis by
using the STA data alone yields a minimum reduced χ2 ≈ 0.468 which lends confidence to the subsequent
optimization by employing the two-spacecraft dataset in order to yield acceptable results for both spacecraft
and improved consistency. The results from STA-only analysis also show limited consistency with the
two-spacecraft optimization result. For instance, in addition to the same chirality (handedness) of the
magnetic field topology, the overall orientation of the flux bundle crossed by both spacecraft also points
in the approximate east-west direction. However the axial magnetic flux content differs. This is due to
the significantly different cross-section shape of the negative polarity region given in Figure 5 which
is not well bounded by a closed boundary either, as compared with the positive polarity region given
in Figure 8B for the STA-PSP fitting result. In practice, both approaches should be applied, although
the two-spacecraft optimization is expected to yield more consistent results for better validation and
interpretation, as demonstrated in this event study. Based on the current analysis with the FS model-based
optimization and validation by the two-spacecraft measurements, it also provides certain guidance on the
range of acceptable minimum reduced χ2 values which may be extended to as large as 2 to 3 for an optimal
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fitting to a single-spacecraft dataset. But again it will be essential to validate the results by employing
multi-spacecraft measurements whenever available.

One may image that a future mission with the goal of returning multi-point measurements as demonstrated
in this study is desirable for modeling ICME and other large-scale structures. It could be composed of two
or more probes with one being the primary one carrying a comprehensive set of instruments designated for
both magnetic field and plasma measurements. The other or others can serve as “sidekicks” to the main
one, maintaining appropriate separation distances. Some may only need to carry a set of magnetometers
to enable additional measurements of magnetic field only, which will aid in the modeling of encountered
ICME structures by combining multi-point datasets, as we have demonstrated here. One feasible solution
is to make use of the existing spacecraft constellations near Earth - “Spaceship Earth”, such as ACE and
Wind, as the primary probe, supplemented with the secondary ones as described above to accomplish the
goal. Clearly as more data points are obtained, the complexity and generality of the underlying analytic
model has to improve, which demands a constantly ongoing effort.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Summary of geometrical and physical parameters for the ICME/MC from the FS model fitting to
the STA-only and combined STA-PSP spacecraft in-situ measurements.

Parameters χ2 C µ k ẑ = (δ, φ)1 Φz (Mx) Chirality
FS (STA-only) 0.468 -1.68 3.18 1.42 (87, 272) 7.8 - 9.4 +

±0.52 ±0.24 ±0.59 ±(15, 15) ×1020 (right-handed)
FS (STA-PSP) 3.15 0.885 1.58 -0.683 (83,127) 2.7 - 3.9 +

±0.55 ±0.52 ±0.22 ±(8, 7) ×1020 (right-handed)
1The polar angle δ from the N direction, and the azimuthal angle φ measured from R towards T axes in the STA

centered RTN coordinates, all in degrees.

Figure 1. The locations of STA, PSP, and Earth on the equatorial plane on October 14, 2019, as indicated
by the legend (generated by the Solar MAgnetic Connection Haus (Solar-MACH) tool; see https:
//da.gd/juUKDZ). The black (green) labels are the Carrington (Stonyhurst) longitudes.
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Figure 2. Time-series measurements from the STA spacecraft starting on October 14, 2019. From the top
to bottom panels are: the magnetic field components in the Radial (blue), Tangential (red), and Normal
(gold) coordinates and magnitude (black), the solar wind speed, the proton number density (left axis) and
temperature (right axis), the proton β, and the proton pressure and total magnetic pressure pB . The vertical
lines mark the interval chosen for analysis, as given beneath the bottom panel in UT.
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Figure 3. The corresponding magnetic field measurements including the magnitude (black) from PSP in
the RTN coordinates during day of year, DOY 286 (October 13), and DOY 288, 2019. The smooth curves
are the FS model output from the two-spacecraft optimization presented in Section 3.
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Figure 4. The optimal FS model fitting result (smooth curves) to the STA data (errorbars) only for the
interval marked in Figure 2. The corresponding minimum reduced χ2 and Q values are denoted on top.
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Figure 5. One cross section at z = 0 plane for the optimal FS model corresponding to Figure 4. The
colored contours are the distribution of Bz with scales given by the colorbar. The magenta dotted curve
marks the boundary where Bz = 0. The blue arrows show the distribution of the transverse magnetic field
on this plane. The red thin dashed curve denotes a circle of radius a = 0.12 AU. The two straight short
lines of dots, color-coded by the corresponding Bz values, mark the paths of STA and PSP, with the starting
points colored in red and magenta, respectively.

Figure 6. A rendering of the magnetic field lines of the optimal FS model result based on the fitting to the
STA-only data interval in a view from the STA’s perspective. The field lines in orange are rooted in the
positive Bz polarity region while the cyan lines are rooted on the negative polarity region on the bottom
cross section plane which is equivalent to the one given in Figure 5. The view is directly along the STA’s
path (the -R direction) as denoted by the red dots toward the Sun (the N direction is straight up), and the
PSP path is marked by the magenta dots to the west.
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Figure 7. (A) The comparison between the FS model output (smooth curves) based on the optimal fitting
to STA data only and the actual measurements (errorbars), along the PSP spacecraft path, as illustrated in
Figure 6. (B) The corresponding component-wise correlation plot between the two sets of data, yielding
an overall correlation coefficient cc = 0.76. The diagonal dashed line indicates the one-to-one line. The
corresponding correlation coefficients for each magnetic field component in the RTN coordinates are -0.46,
-0.14, and 0.91, respectively.

(B)

Figure 8. (A) The two-spacecraft (STA-PSP) optimization result of the magnetic field components and
magnitude (black curve) for the STA data interval. Format is the same as Figure 4. (B) One cross section
for the optimal FS model result based on the two-spacecraft (STA-PSP) optimization (with a = 0.049 AU).
Format is the same as Figure 5.
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Figure 9. The comparison between the FS model output based on the optimal fitting to the combined STA-
PSP dataset and the actual measurements along the PSP spacecraft path. Format is the same as Figure 7.
The corresponding correlation coefficients for each magnetic field component in the RTN coordinates are
0.87, 0.89, and 0.89, respectively, for this analysis result.

Figure 10. The corresponding field line configuration for the STA-PSP optimal fitting result in a 3D view
along the STA path toward the Sun. Format is the same as Figure 6. Note here there exists only one major
positive Bz polarity on the bottom plane shown to the left (east with respect to the Sun).

Figure 11. In exactly the same view as Figure 10, selected field lines crossing the spacecraft paths of STA
and PSP, and color coded by the corresponding Bz values according to the colorbar of Figure 8B. The thick
red line originates from the point with the maximum Bz on the bottom plane.
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